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Abstract

The vision for this development is to provide the missing link between Walnut Hills and East Walnut Hills 
business districts. Given the location of the site being at the literal “knuckle” between the two NBD’s, the 
location was poised as a center of activity, ultimately connecting the commercial corridor along Woodburn 
Avenue to the corridor along E Mcmillan Street. Looking beyond just simply connecting the two neigh-
borhoods involves expanding the boundaries and ultimately creating a connection between Uptown and 
Evanston, which contain two major institutions and employment centers within the Cincinnati region, The 
University of Cincinnati and Xavier University. The culmination of the connection between these major 
areas of economic activity all lands at this “knuckle”.  This site will serve as a location for people traveling 
between these neighborhoods to live and play. The development provides a mix of housing types as well as 
a continuation of commercial activity along Woodburn Ave. and E Mcmillan St. The development will also 
create a pedestrian and bicycle connection to Eden Park.
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The site is located in the East Walnut Hills neighborhood of Cincinnati where Woodburn Avenue intersects 
with William Howard Taft Road and East McMillan Street. The site seemed to fall at the midpoint between 
East Walnut Hills and Walnut Hills’ neighborhood business districts, which are two areas with very different 
demographics. The intial goal for this site was to provide the missing link between the two business districts, 
bridging the disparities that exist between the two neighborhoods, and providing a seamless connection 
between the two centers of activity. Upon zooming out from the site’s immediate context, was finding that it 
was located at the literal “knuckle” between Xavier University and the University of Cincinnati. Also falling 
immediately to the south was Eden Park and quick and easy access to downtown Cincinnati. In lieu of that 
finding was the adoption of implementing the idea complete streets and green infrastructure that would 
ultimately connect all of those destinations together. This implementation would be focused along East Mc-
millan Street, Woodburn Avenue, William Howard Taft Road, and Victory Parkway. This would be done
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through a large amount of streetscaping to provide a very walkable and aesthetically pleasing environment, 
creating a sense of identity for each neighborhood and activity center you pass through along the route. In 
the spirit of complete streets, this connection will provide bike paths and very walkable and safe environ-
ments for pedestrians. Ultimately, given its location, and the future phases of the streetcar, the site is poised 
to eventually become a transit-oriented development centered around providing another streetcar line 
connecting East Walnut Hills to the West towards the University of Cincinnati, and North towards Xavier 
University. With Phase 2 of the streetcar planning to make its way to Uptown, Phase 3 could lead to another 
connection to this site. This action would further the ultimate success of the streetcar operating in Cincin-
nati as a viable and highly used form of public transportation to get around the city.

A “Knuckle” For Green Infrastructure and Connectivity
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“The Knuckle”

Upon moving into the site itself was ultimately recognizing its close proximity to Desales Corner and the 
East Walnut Hills Business District. Starting at Desales Corner and moving South along Woodburn Avenue, 
you’ll encounter a great sense of being drawn down the street. The building frontages and setbacks along 
Woodburn provide an immense amount of character to the street and ultimately give the feeling of an urban 
canyon and commercial corridor. Starting at the Intersection of Woodburn and E McMillan, you find the 
same sense as you look North to find an architectural bookend to the view down the corridor. The only 
thing is that the site itself lacks the same amount of character and ultimately, given that it is majority surface 
parking, gives no sense of an urban canyon or commercial corridor. The intent of the design was to build 
upon the character found along Woodburn Avenue to the North by Desales Corner, and to extend it south-
ward.

In the spirit of keeping the “Urban Canyon” nature of Woodburn Avenue alive southward towards the site, 
was the construction of 3 Mixed-Use buildings that are 4-5 stories in height. This provides street level pres-
ence of shops, bars, restaurants and other businesses as well as creating vibrant streetscapes along Wood-
burn with upper floor uses consisting of residential apartment units. Moving West, into the site itself you 
find a clear distinction between the commercial activity that takes place along Woodburn Avenue and the 
quieter more neighborhood friendly activity that takes place within the developed neighborhood itself. This 
distinction allows for spaces to be associated internally with the people that live there versus spaces that are 
associated externally with the businesses and commerical uses found along Woodburn. This takes shape in 
the form of the “Green Loop” and the “Red Loop” as the potential paths that pedestrians may take.

Looking South down Woodburn Ave. towards site
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Looking North down Woodburn Ave. away from site
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Healthy Placemaking Components
The Mews (The Green Loop):
A network of pedestrian paths centered around a residential mews. 
High degree of landscaping giving the sense of an urban forest meandering through the neighborhood.

Commercial Corridor (The Retail Loop):
An urban canyon running down Woodburn Ave. connecting East Walnut Hills NBD to the site.

6 Stories

55 On Street Parking Spaces

9 Market Rate Townhomes
3 Stories
Single-Family
Detached Garage

3 Stories
Single-Family
Tuck Under Garage

4 Stories
22,800 sf. Ground Floor Retail
12 2 story Lofts - Ground Floor Entrance
56 Apartment Units
5 Level Parking Garage: 350 Spaces

4-5 Stories
19,000 sf. Ground Floor Retail
8 2 story Lofts - Ground Floor Entrance
62 Apartment Units
4 Level Parking Garage: 240 Parking Spaces

4 Stories
13,500 sf. Ground Floor Retail
24 Apartment Units
4 Level Parking Garage: 256 Parking Spaces
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Site Plan Illustrative Detail

Site Section Elevation
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